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PART A - PROPONENT INFORMATION
TABLE 1: PROPONENT DETAILS

Business

DL & KL Gordon

ABN

67 636 107 846

Address

2 Arve Road
Geeveston Tas 7116

Email

dlandklgordon@bigpond.com

Phone

(03) 6297 1965

FAX

(03) 6297 1960

Contact

Mr Donald Gordon

Mobile

0418 575 279

Email

dlandklgordon@bigpond.com

PART B - PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION
TABLE 2: PROPOSAL TITLE

Name

Pillings Road Quarry - Upgrade

Maximum annual production

19 990 cubic metres per annum

33 980 tonnes per annum

TABLE 3: QUARRY OPERATING HOURS

Hours of Operation (weekdays)

7.00 am to 7.00 pm

Saturdays

8.00 am to 4.00 pm

Sundays, public holidays:

No work

1 BACKGROUND TO PROPOSAL
DL & KL Gordon (Proponent) operates a Level 1 quarry off Pillings Road in the Cains Bay locality. The
Pillings Road Quarry is situated on Mining Lease number 1505P/M and uses ripping, crushing and
screening equipment to win and process the product. The source rock is weathered dolerite
producing a road and shoulder red gravel products.
The Pillings Road quarry and another on the opposite side of Scotts Road shared the local gravel
market. The quarry opposite has been rehabilitated and the mining lease surrendered and Pillings
Road Quarry cannot service the extra market share under the existing permit limitations.
The Proponent is seeking to increase the maximum production level at the Pillings Road Quarry,
which will require a new Level 2 Permit.
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2 PROPOSED OPERATION
2.1

PREPARATION

The Proponent has applied for an additional mining lease area in order to remove over burden from
production areas and construct stockpiles between the quarry and the closest residence. The Layout
and Mining plan (Figure 3) shows the existing mining lease and the new application area.
Pillings Road Quarry will operate continuously. A dozer will be used to rip the source rock from
benches and the floor. An excavator with a ripper will be used to rip source rock from faces.

2.2

PRODUCT PROCESSING

Once the source rock is on the floor, a loader will feed the crusher / screener to produce various
products. Stockpiles will be constructed and depleted over time servicing the market.

2.3

PRODUCT SUPPLY

A wheel loader will be used to take the product from the crusher / screener and build stockpiles. The
same wheel loader will take the product from stockpile and load ‘on road’ medium combination
trucks, which will deliver the product to various project sites.

2.4

SITE INFRASTRUCTURE

Mobile equipment only will be used at Pillings Road Quarry; No fixed plant will be established to
enable the process to be rearranged to suit efficient extraction and processing in line with the
mining plan. All wastes, spares and redundant equipment will be taken off site to an approved
disposal facility.
Pillings Road Quarry will operate within the ‘hours of operation’ as per the table above. It is likely an
excavator, wheel loader and potentially a utility will be used in production. The Proponent has
suitable trucks and trailers but the quarry will also be served by contract owner drivers or other
transport companies.

2.5

QUARRY EXPANSION

The Pilling Road Quarry will expand by advancing the faces to the west and north after relocating the
over-burden from the benches. The additional quarry floor area created by advancing the faces will
provide extra stockpile area for product to enable longer and larger production runs.
Expansion of Pillings Road Quarry into the western block will require the issue of the adjoining
mining lease to facilitate the relocation of overburden. Expansion will access around 200 000 cubic
metres of extra source rock, allowing the operation to continue for over 10 years at maximum
production.

2.6

INDUSTRY STANDARDS

The Pillings Road Quarry will operate in accordance with the Permit Conditions - Environmental
imposed by the Environment Protection Authority, the general permit conditions imposed by The
Huon Valley Council and the Quarry Code of Practice 2017 (EPA Tasmania, May 2017).

Integrated Land Management and Planning | proposed operation
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3 LOCATION OF PROPOSAL
TABLE 4: PROPOSAL DETAILS

Project Name

Pillings Road Quarry

The Land

Property ID

3408837

Title Reference

166690/2

Parcel area

5.54 hectares

Owners

D L & K L Gordon

Reference

1505P/M

Mining lease area (measured)

3.3 hectares

Mining lease area (documented)

4 hectares

Holder

D L & K L Gordon

Operator

D L & K L Gordon

Total mining lease area after
new application area is issued.

5.6 hectares

Mining Lease

Total quarry site

3.1

2.0 hectares

TOPOGRAPHY

The Pillings Road quarry occupies a site on the northern side of Pillings Road. The entrance to the
quarry is located around 80 metres along Pillings Road east of the junction with Scotts Road. In this
location Pillings Road has a cut batter on the southern side which is close to the crest of a low hill.
The land is gently sloping towards the north at a grade of around 1 in 5. The underlying geology is
Jurassic dolerite although the site is close to a margin with Permian sediments.

Geeveston

Pillings Road Quarry

FIGURE 1: LOCALITY PLAN
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Raptor nest 1083

178 Scotts Road
187 Scotts Road
180 Scotts Road
2039P/M

Lot 1 Pillings Road

1505P/M
49 Pillings Road
240 Scotts Road
248 Scotts Road
260 Scotts Road

275 Scotts Road

FIGURE 2: LOCALITY PLAN (EXTRACT FROM 1:25000 SERIES WATERLOO 4821)
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2039 P/M
1505 P/M
Over-burden
Lot 1 Pillings Rd.
Potential expansion
west block

Crusher
Quarry floor

Hard stand

Potential
expansion
East block

59 Pillings Rd.

90

240 Scotts Rd.

Figure 3: Layout and Mining Plan
Aerial image (February 2017) quarry mining plan.
Drawn: BW Date: 5 May 2017 Revision 0.
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VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Most of the land encompassed in the Pillings Road Quarry mining lease is covered with improved pasture
for grazing stock. This vegetation type is mapped by the TasVeg 3.0 mapping at ‘FAG’ agricultural land. On
the northern boundary of the mining lease a remnant copse of eucalypt forest is linked to a large tract of
woodland mapped as ‘DOV’ dry Eucalyptus ovata forest and woodland. This woodland community is
significant and is listed as threatened under the Nature Conservation Act 2002 (NCA).

3.3

WATERWAYS

The Pillings Road Quarry site generally falls away to the north towards a shallow valley. The valley is
vegetated and wet with a mix of wet forest species including man ferns. A small ephemeral watercourse
runs through the valley and is intercepted downstream by a farm dam.
The watercourse will run through the corner of the revised mining lease boundary, the actual quarry
disturbance will remain separated from the watercourse by over 60 metres of vegetated ground.

3.4

CLIMATE

Weather station

Geeveston (Cemetary Road) - 094137

Temperature (OC)

Mean min.

16.9

Mean max.

Rainfall annual mean (mm)

881.1

Days with rain >= 1 mm

119

Clear days

41.6

FIGURE 4: WIND ROSE GEEVESTON 9 AM

3.5

6.1

FIGURE 5: WIND ROSE GEEVESTON 3 PM

HISTORY OF SITE

The land surrounding Pillings Road Quarry is and has been grazing land for an extended period. The current
mining lease was issued in 1992, but it is likely the quarry was established before then.
Integrated Land Management and Planning | Location of proposal
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SURROUNDING LAND USE ZONES

The Huon Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2015 (HVIPS) maps the land under Pillings Road Quarry as Rural
Resource. Extractive industries (quarrying) is a permitted use in this zone under the HVIPS, discretionary in
this case because of its level 2 status.
The land immediately south of the quarry property is zoned Significant Agriculture under the HVIPS. This
zoning does not interfere with the range of uses that can proceed on the quarry site.
It will not be necessary to apply to rezone any land.
The surrounding land use is either agriculture or rural living. A long established quarry on the opposite side
of Scotts Road has recently ceased operations.

3.7

RESIDENCES IN CLOSE PROXIMITY

The Pillings Road Quarry has continued to operate for many years as more residences are established on
neighbouring rural land. The main face of the quarry faces north and is 16 metres high and a road cutting is
situated on top of the face. This significant topographic feature is effective in screening residences on the
southern side of the quarry. The following table shows residences closest to the quarry and the separation
distance measured from the crusher in its current location.
TABLE 5: RESIDENCES IN CLOSE PROXIMITY

Residence

Separation distance

240 Scotts Road, Geeveston

240

248 Scotts Road, Geeveston

300

260 Scotts Road, Geeveston

335

275 Scotts Road, Geeveston

445

Lot 1 Pillings Road, Cains Bay

350

59 Pillings Road, Cains Bay

290

187 Scotts Road, Geeveston

375

178 Scotts Road, Geeveston

555

180 Scotts Road, Geeveston

640

There are no current Planning Applications for sensitive uses on other private parcels within the vicinity of
the quarry. The current status of the other private parcels is not public information.

4 RATIONALE AND ALTERNATIVES
The Pillings Road Quarry is one of few quarries in the region supplying road construction and maintenance
materials. The recent closure of a neighbouring quarry has resulted in an increase in demand. Pillings Road
quarry is conveniently located close to Scotts Road and material can be carted from Pillings Road Quarry to
Scotts Road without passing any residences.
If the Pilling Quarry was not upgraded to operate with an increased production limit the extra demand may
not be met without importing product from further afield, with the resultant impact on transport
infrastructure and road congestion.
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ECONOMIC

Since the quarry located on the opposite side of Scotts Road has closed and the Pillings Road Quarry is now
servicing clients from both operations. The Pillings Road quarry is a ripping operation and does not use
expensive drill and blast techniques. The Pillings Road quarry can produce high quality red shoulder and
road surfacing gravel with less over heads making this operation more economically sustainable.

4.2

SOCIAL

As the Pillings Road quarry operation develops and becomes more profitable over time, there will be
opportunities for the Operator to upgrade equipment and potentially increase employment.

5 LAND USE PLANNING AND APPROVALS ACT 1993
The status of this development under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA) is as follows:

5.1
•
•
•
•
•

5.2

PERMIT STATUS

The Pillings Road Quarry has a current active Level 1 Permit issued by the Huon Valley Council.
To assess this proposal to upgrade the quarry operation, the Huon Valley Council require a new
Development Application.
As the proposed operation is classified as a Level 2 Activity, under Section 25 (1) (b) of the EPMCA,
the planning authority is required to refer the proposal to the Board of the Environment Protection
Authority. Where this occurs, the application is dealt with in accordance with Section 57 of LUPAA.
The land upon which the development will take place is zoned Rural Resource under the Huon
Valley Planning Scheme 2015. Quarries (Extractive Industries) are a permitted use in the Rural
Resource Zone, no amendment to the planning scheme is necessary.
The proposal is for an intensification of an existing permitted use. The scale of the intensification of
the quarry activity ie. fourfold increase in production, makes it unlikely the Planning Authority will
deal with the application under Section 56 Minor amendments of permits issued by planning
authorities under LUPAA.

BILATERAL AGREEMENT UNDER SECTION 45 OF EPBCA

The proponent does not require the assessment to be conducted pursuant to the bilateral Agreement
made under Section 45 of the EPBCA.

5.3

HUON VALLEY INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015

5.3.1 PART D ZONES
The land on which the Pillings Road Quarry is situated is zoned Rural Resource under the Huon Valley
Interim Planning Scheme 2015 (HVIPS). Quarries are classified as an Extractive Industries use under the
HVIPS and Extractive Industry is a ‘permitted’ use on Table 26.2 in the scheme.
5.3.2

PART E CODES

5.3.2.1 E1.0 BUSHFIRE CODE
E1.2 Application of this Code
E1.2.1 This code applies to (b) a use, on land that is within , or partially within, a bushfire prone
area, that is a vulnerable or hazardous use.
The quarry operation does not qualify as a vulnerable or hazardous use as no fuels or explosives
will be stored, hence this code does not apply.
Integrated Land Management and Planning | Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993
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5.3.2.2 E2.0 POTENTIALLY CONTAMINATED LAND CODE
E2.2 Application of this Code
E2.2.1. This code applies to a ‘sensitive use’ on potentially contaminated land.
Extractive industry is not a sensitive use.

5.3.2.3 E3.0 LANDSLIDE CODE
E3.2 Application
E3.2.1 This code applies to development or use on land that is mapped as Landslide Hazard Area.
No ‘works’ are proposed on those portions of the mining lease area mapped as Landslide Hazard
Area on the Overlay Maps.

5.3.2.4 E6.0 PARKING AND ACCESS CODE
E6.7 Development Standards
Table E6.1 requires 2 parking spaces for each 3 employees.
It is likely a single employee will operate the quarry at most times. Informal parking and vehicle
loading areas will be provided for at locations convenient to the arrangement of extractive and
loading operations at the time.
No formal carparks can be created as all the quarry infrastructure must move to facilitate efficient
extraction, processing, stockpiling and loading of quarry products.

5.3.2.5 E7.0 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT CODE
E7.2 Application
E7.2.1 Code applies to ‘development’ defined by LUPAA as “the construction or carrying out of
works.”
The drainage and management of stormwater runoff from the quarry operation, the provision of
diversion drains and sediment retention facilities will form part of the Level 2 assessment process
conducted by the Environment Protection Authority.
Under the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 (EMPCA) Section 25 (2);
(f) the planning authority, notwithstanding any enactment to the contrary, is not required
to assess any matter addressed in the Board's assessment under paragraph (a); and
(g) if, despite paragraph (f), the planning authority does its own assessment of a matter
addressed in the assessment under paragraph (a), it is not entitled to recover the cost of
its assessment from the applicant, the Crown or any other person.

5.3.2.6 E9.0 ATTENUATION CODE
E9.4 Use or Development exempt from this Code
Integrated Land Management and Planning | Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993
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E9.4.1 The use or development described below is exempt from this code if any of the following
apply:
(a) activities requiring assessment under the Environmental Management and Pollution
Control Act 1994 by the Board of the Tasmanian Environment Protection Authority;
Level 2 applications are exempt from this code.

5.3.2.7 E10.0 BIODIVERSITY CODE
E10.4 Use or Development exempt from this Code
E10.4.1 The following development is exempt from this code:
(a) clearance and conversion or disturbance associated with a Level 2 Activity under the
Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994;
Level 2 applications are exempt from this code.

5.3.2.8 E11.0 WATERWAY AND COASTAL PROTECTION CODE
E11.4 Development exempt from this Code
E11.4.1 The following development is exempt from this code:
(a) development associated with a Level 2 Activity under the Environmental Management
and Pollution Control Act 1994;
Level 2 applications are exempt from this code.

5.3.2.9 E14.0 SCENIC LANDSCAPE CODE
The Pillings Road Quarry is not mapped being included in the Scenic Landscape Area on the Overlay Maps.
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PART C – POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
1 FLORA AND FAUNA
1.1

NATIVE VEGETATION

This proposal seeks to disturb two areas of vegetation:
•
•

Regenerated scrub on the surface of old overburden stockpiles located on top of the western block.
Exotic pasture under the proposed location for overburden stockpiles and covering the eastern
block.

The proposed expansion of Pillings Road will not disturb any native vegetation and hence will not impact
directly on flora and fauna habitat.

1.2

NATIVE FAUNA

There are no records of threatened flora species observations within 500 metres of the quarry site. There
are records of two threatened flora species within 5 kilometres of the site:
TABLE 6: RECORDS OF THREATENED FAUNA SPECIES WITHIN 5 KILOMETRES

Species

Common name

State leg.

National Leg.

Observation

Cyathea cunninghamii

slender treefern

endangered

August 2007

Thelymitra holmesii

bluestar sun-orchid

rare

November 2001

There are records of two fauna species observations within 500 metres of the site.
TABLE 7: RECORDS OF THREATENED FAUNA SPECIES WITHIN 500 METRES

Species

Common name

Perameles gunnii

eastern barred
bandicoot

Sarcophilus harrisii

tasmanian devil

State leg.

endangered

National Leg.

Observation

vulnerable

November 2007

endangered

October 2010

The following threatened fauna species have been recorded within 5 kilometres of the site.
TABLE 8: RECORDS OF THREATENED FAUNA SPECIES WITHIN 5 KILOMETRES

Species

Common name

State leg.

Accipiter
novaehollandiae

grey goshawk

endangered

Dasyurus viverrinus

eastern quoll

Eubalaena australis

southern right whale

endangered

Haliaeetus leucogaster

white-bellied seaeagle

vulnerable

Lathamus discolor

swift parrot

endangered

Lissotes menalcas

mount mangana stag
beetle

vulnerable

National Leg.

Observation
October 2011

endangered

January 1996

endangered

May 2010
May 2010

critically
endangered

October 2009
January 2007

Integrated Land Management and Planning | Part C – Potential environmental effects
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vulnerable

November 2007

endangered

endangered

October 2010

thylacine

extinct

extinct

January 1961

masked owl

Provisionally
endangered

Provisionally
vulnerable

November 2008

An eagle nest (1083) has been observed in a gully on the slopes of Whale Point Hill approximately 1
kilometre to the northeast of the quarry. The species of eagle is not specified although the area is likely to
be in the range of both sea eagles and wedge-tailed eagles.

Pillings Rd Quarry

120

Eagle nest 1083

140

100
80

0

150

300

450

600

750

900

1020

60

FIGURE 6: DIRECT SIGHT LINE BETWEEN QUARRY AND EAGLE NEST 1083

Figure 6 represents a section through the natural ground surface in a direct line of sight between the quarry
site and the eagle’s nest recorded location. The ground surface information is derived from The LIST,
Elevation Layer 10 metre contours (DPIPWE (a), 2017).
The figure demonstrates that a hill located between Ashlin Hill and Whale Point Hill completely screens the
eagle nest from the quarry, no line of sight. The quarry operation will not have had and is highly unlikely to
have any impact on the eagles nesting behaviour.

1.3

WEEDS AND DISEASE

There are records of observations of declared weed species within 500 metres of the quarry site. During a
recent site visit a significant population of spanish heath was noted on the side of Scotts Road in close
proximity to the junction with Pillings Road.
TABLE 9: WEED SPECIES IN THE VICINTY OF THE SITE

Species

Common name

declared

WoNS

Observation

Cenchrus macrourus

african feathergrass

Zone A

no

September 2016

Cortaderia sp.

pampas grass

Zone A

no

September 2016

Erica lusitanica

spanish heath

Zone B

no

January 1995

Rubus fruticosus

blackberry

Zone B

yes

September 2007

Integrated Land Management and Planning | Flora and Fauna
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January 1995

COMMITMENT 1: WEED AND DISEASE CONTROL

Number
1.

Commitment

Completion date

Implement a preventative weed management plan to minimise
the occurrence of weeds presenting on the quarry site.

On issue of permit.

COMMITMENT 2: MACHINERY HYGIENE

Number
2.

Commitment

Completion date

Works will be undertaken in accordance with the Weed and
Disease Planning and Hygiene Guidelines (DPIPWE (b), 2015).

During operations

2 AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT AND STORMWATER
2.1

RECEIVING AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT

Figure 3 shows an un-named watercourse running adjacent to the Pillings Road Quarry approximately 90
metres to the north. The watercourse is identified as 226280 and classified by the CFEV1 program as having
an Integrated Conservation Value (ICV) of High.
Runoff from the quarry is mainly collected and discharged through a defined drainage path across pasture
grass covered land over a distance of 135 metres before reaching the watercourse path. The quarry floor is
provided with a substantial sediment retention basin to intercept all stormwater runoff emanating from the
disturbed areas of the quarry and access road. Smaller sediment traps are provided at minor discharge
points between overburden stockpiles.
The overburden stockpiles will soon be covered with naturally recruited grass from seed blown in from the
surrounding exotic pasture land and from seed included in the soil. As a result the overburden stockpiles
will have a stabilisation cover of vegetation which will prevent erosion and hence sediment transport.
The trafficked areas of the quarry will continue to discharge sediment entrained runoff which will be
captured and detained by the existing sediment trap. The existing sediment trap has a surface area of 82
square metres and is approximately 0.6 metres deep. The sides of the trap are steep and the volume is
assumed to be 42 cubic metres.
The Proponent will ensure the runoff from the disturbed areas on the quarry site will report to the
sediment trap. The sediment trap will be designed to accommodate a 1 in 20-year storm event without
uncontrolled discharge.
Calculations to determine the dimensions of a sediment retention basin required to manage the runoff
from a 1 in 20-year reoccurrence event are as follows:

1

The Conservation of Freshwater Ecosystem Values (CFEV) Project provides conservation assessments for all rivers,
lakes and waterbodies, wetlands, estuaries, saltmarshes and karst within Tasmania.
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TABLE 10: TIME OF CONCENTRATION CALCULATION

Formula

Flow line L
(km)

Area A (ha)

Equal area
Slope Se
(m/km)

Tc Time of
concentration
(min)

Tc = 91L/(A 0.1 * Se 0.2 )

0.20

2.5

50

7.6 min

TABLE 11: FLOW RATE CALCULATION

Q=C.i.A
360

Coefficient of
runoff C (no units)

Intensity of rain
event I (mm/hr)

Catchment Area A
(ha)

Flow rate Q
(m3/s)

0.35

80 (BOM, 2017)

2.5

0.19

Sediment trap surface area = 82 m2
Assume 0.6 m deep, base area = 42 m2
TABLE 12: REQUIRED SURFACE AREA COMPARED TO ACTUAL SURFACE AREA

Flow rate Q (m3/s)

Retention basin area from WSUD
Figure 4.2 (m2) for 90% capture

Actual basin surface area (m2)

0.19

70

82

(Derwent Estuary Program, 2012)
Total storage capacity (82 + 42)/2 * 0.6 = 37 m3
Assume storage 50% of total capacity = 18 m3

TABLE 13: DESIRED CLEAN OUT FREQUENCY

Fr = St / (A x R x Lo)

Capture
efficiency (R)

Contributing
catchment A
(ha)

Storage
Volume St
(m3)

Sediment
loading rate Lo
(m3/ha/yr)

Desired clean
out frequency
Fr (yrs)

0.90

2.5

18

6

1.3

The clean out frequency is 1 year showing an annual cleanout will be sufficient. The sediment cleanout of
the sediment retention basin should be mixed within production or rehabilitation materials.
It is highly unlikely the upgraded quarry operation will have an adverse impact on the natural watercourse.
In the unlikely event a hydrocarbon spill cannot be contained and cleaned up from the quarry floor the
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runoff will report to the sediment trap. The spill can be recovered from the surface of the sediment trap
using a hydrocarbon boom.

Main sediment retention basin

Minor sediment trap

Downstream of the quarry the watercourse is dammed creating a substantial impoundment. It is possible
the water from this impoundment is used for watering stock. Standard hydrocarbon spill management will
prevent contamination of the neighbour’s impoundment.
This proposal does not include damming or otherwise affecting a river, creek wetland or estuary.
Exotic pasture grasses and some native shrubby regrowth will be cleared within 200 metres of a modified
watercourse. The additional cleared area is included in the calculations for the sediment trap capacity.
Pillings Road Quarry is around 16 metres below the natural surface level at the lowest point at present and
no groundwater has been encountered. The immediate extraction areas will not lead to excavation below
this depth. If the floor is removed in the ultimate extraction plan a substantial bench will be left at the
lowest point, resulting only a modest increase in depth. It is unlikely that the excavation for Pillings Road
Quarry will encounter groundwater at its deepest point.

3 SIGNIFICANT AREAS
The Pillings Road quarry is not located within or adjacent to an existing reserved area. The closest reserve is
the coastal reserve along the bank of the Huon River.

4 AIR EMISSIONS
The dolerite rock exposed on the Pillings Road Quarry property is highly weathered. The fractured dolerite
stone is in a clayey matrix. Infiltration from rainfall tends to maintain moisture in the matrix which
suppresses dust that would otherwise be produced during ripping and pushing operations. It is possible for
the clay materials to dry in the stockpiles, which will cause dust to be emitted when crushing and screening
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the product. Clay tracked onto trafficked surfaces will dry and cause dust emissions when vehicles are
moving around the quarry site.
The crushing process can give rise to chronic dust emission problems. In adverse conditions when
persistent dry and windy weather is producing dust emissions that are visibly crossing the mining lease
boundaries, dust suppression measures will be introduced. Dust suppression measures utilised will include:
•

Mist sprays on conveyor drop points.

•

Water cart used on access road and trafficked operations areas.

•

Keeping truck load heights below the tray side heights or covers over loads.

•

Slower vehicle speeds on unsealed road sections.

COMMITMENT 3: AIR EMISSIONS

Number
3.

Commitment

Completion date

Introduce dust suppression if emissions are visibly crossing the
mining lease boundaries.

During operations

5 LIQUID EFFLUENT
At most times, a single operator will manage the Pillings Road Quarry. The operator will leave the site for
crib breaks at regular intervals during the working day. If the operation increases in scale for period to
service particular contracts and more personnel are engaged relocatable toilets will be established onsite.
These toilets will retain the effluent and periodically be taken to a disposal site to have the holding tanks
emptied.

6 SOLID WASTE
Any wastes accumulating as a result of machine repairs will be removed at regular intervals throughout the
year. Litter arising from lunches and routine servicing of equipment will be removed at the end of each
working day.
COMMITMENT 4: SOLID WASTE

Number
4.

Commitment

Completion date

Waste including food waste, lubricating tubes and other spares
packaging will be collected in the machine operator’s ute and
disposed of off-site at an approved disposal facility.

At the end of each
operating day

7 NOISE EMISSIONS
The Proponent commissioned a Noise Assessment, undertaken by Noise Vibration Consulting (NVC) to
measure the noise generated by the operation and assess the likely impact on neighbouring properties. The
subsequent assessment report “Pillings Road Quarry – Noise Assessment” is included in this document as
Appendix 1 and is summarised below:
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NOISE MEASUREMENTS

The noise of the operating equipment including the crusher and screen operating simultaneously was
measured onsite using appropriate equipment. Community noise measurements were also recorded
adjacent to neighbouring residential properties while the equipment was operating normally. The table
below is taken from the NVC report:
TABLE 14: NOISE LEVELS RECORDED AT NEIGHBOURING RESIDENCES

Residence

Location ID

Sound Pressure (dbA)

240 Scotts Road

Location A

40

59 Pillings Road

Location B

45

187 Scotts Road

Location C

47

212 Scotts Road

Location D

38

180 Scotts Road

Location E

45

7.2

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

The NVC report uses the criteria stipulated in the Quarry Code of Practice as follows:
Noise from quarrying and associated activities, including equipment maintenance, when measured at any
neighbouring sensitive use must not exceed the greater of;
- the A-weighted 10 minute L90, excluding noise from the quarry, plus 5 dBA, or,
- the following levels;
o 45 dBA from 0700 to 1900 hours (day time),
o 40 dBA from 1900 to 2200 hours (evening),
o 35 dBA from 2200 to 0700 hours (night time).
(EPA Tasmania, May 2017)
The finding of the NVC report reveals the acceptable standard for noise emissions emanating from the
quarry is exceeded at one property for daytime operation. Personal assessment by the consulting engineer
of the noise impact at this Location C indicated noise from the crusher and most likely from loading rocks
into the primary crusher chute was dominant.

7.3
•
•
•
•
•

RECOMMENDATIONS
The crusher and screen should be located close to the remaining elevated ground on the west side
of the site to screen properties to the west.
The Primary crusher feed chute should be modified with a rubber liner to reduce the noise
generated when loading.
A portion of the elevated ground to the west and north should remain to maintain existing
screening.
Overburden and topsoil should be placed between quarry operations and the residences on Pillings
Road, to introduce screening in this direction.
Operating hours should be contained within the hours 7.00 am to 7.00 pm.
(Pitt, Oct 2017)
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The Proponent has incorporated the quarry arrangement recommendations into the mining plan for the
proposed quarry operation. The hours of operation are as proposed in this document. The Proponent will
comply with the remaining prescription to line the crusher feed chute to minimise noise.
COMMITMENT 5: NOISE EMISSIONS

Number
5.

Commitment

Completion date

The steel chute on the primary crusher will be modified with a
rubber cushion on the surface to reduce noise generated when
loading.

Upon issue of a
Permit.

8 TRANSPORT IMPACTS
The Proponent commissioned a Traffic Impact Assessment from RJK Consulting Engineers (RJK) to evaluate
the likely impact of upgrading the permit for the existing Pillings Road Quarry operation. RJK visited the site
on 4 October 2017 and the report was prepared and issued in November. The subsequent report “Traffic
Impact Assessment – Pillings Road Quarry” (TIA) is included in this document as Appendix 2 and is
summarised below:

8.1

TRAFFIC

The assessment found that the Pillings Road Quarry would produce an overall predicted traffic generation
of between 3 to a maximum of 28 movements per day.

8.2

SIGHT DISTANCE

Sight distance was assessed for the junction between Pillings Road and Scotts Road rather than the quarry
access road and Pillings Road.
Safe Intersection Sight Distance was found to be achieved for traffic on Scotts Road to traffic entering from
Pilings Road. The limiting sight distance is south along Scotts Road and hence RJK recommends concealed
entrance signs on Scotts Road on the approach to Pillings Road junction.

8.3

CAPACITY OF ROAD NETWORK

The TIA found the surrounding road network is capable of absorbing the relatively small extra volume of
traffic expected from the upgraded quarry operation in both efficiency and road safety terms.
(Knightley, Nov 2017)
COMMITMENT 6: TRAFFIC IMPACT

Number
6.

Commitment

Completion date

A Concealed Entrance (W5-CE) sign will be installed on Scotts
Road on the southern approach to the Pillings Road junction.

On issue of a
Permit

9 OTHER OFF-SITE IMPACTS
The Pillings Road Quarry operation will be self-sufficient in terms of energy, all the machinery and
equipment will be energised with diesel engines. No electrical power infrastructure will be required to
operate this facility.
No off-site impacts are envisaged other than dust as discussed in Section 4 and transport as discussed
Section 8.
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10 HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
The Pillings Road Quarry operation will require no permanent storage of any hazardous substances. Fuel
required to energise the mobile equipment will be contained within vehicle mounted tanks and will be less
than the manifest quantity that may cause the storage to be defined as a hazardous use.
The Proponent uses a utility mounted refuelling tank to refuel mobile equipment. A hydrocarbon spill
clean-up kit will be available for immediate deployment if a fuel spill occurs.

11 SITE CONTAMINATION
There are no known site contamination issues relating to this or previous operations at the Pillings Road
Quarry site.

12 CLIMATE CHANGE
The Pillings Road Quarry site is not vulnerable to risks associated with climate change apart from the likely
increase in the incidence and severity of bushfires. There is no permanent infrastructure at risk on the
quarry site. In the event the site is threatened by a bushfire the response will be early evacuation of all
personnel to a safe place.

13 HERITAGE
13.1 HISTORIC HERITAGE
The Tasmanian Heritage Register has no recorded historic sites or places listed for Scotts Road or Pillings
Road. The closest heritage places are located in Geeveston, it is unlikely upgrading the Pillings Road Quarry
will cause an adverse impact on these properties.

13.2 ABORIGINAL HERITAGE
A request for a desktop review was forwarded to Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania (AHT) on 4 September 2017.
Following a review by AHT a letter indicating no survey was required was returned. AHT requested that
ground breaking activities associated with the quarry operation should proceed in compliance with the
requirements of an Unanticipated Discovery Plan.

14 SITES OF HIGH PUBLIC INTEREST
There no sites of high public interest that might be affected by the upgrade of the Pillings Road Quarry.

15 MONITORING
The Proponent will monitor the following parameters during operational phases of the Pillings Road Quarry
operation:
17.1

AIR EMISSIONS

If dust is observed to be affecting visibility on Pillings Road, the Proponent will use dust suppression
techniques until such time as the adverse weather conditions subside.
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SEDIMENT TRAP

The sediment trap will be monitored during operational phases to ensure the total capacity of the
impoundment is not reduced by more than half. If accumulated sediment is excessive the trap will be
cleared out and the spoil set aside with overburden to be used in future rehabilitation works.

16 REHABILITATION
16.1

OBJECTIVE

Rehabilitation works on the Pillings Road Quarry will seek to restore the site to exotic grass grazing land
community similar to that on adjoining land.

16.2

PROGRESSIVE REHABILITATION

If the development of the Pillings Road Quarry progresses past extracting the east and west blocks,
extraction will commence on the quarry floor. This work will commence at the northeast point progressing
the face back toward the existing high face alongside Pillings Road. A substantial bench will be retained and
rehabilitated at the current bottom of the high face. A tall Eucalypt forest community will be established
which will screen the high face and promote stability of the face.

16.3

DECOMMISSIONING AND REHABILITATION

If there is no longer a market for the material or the deposit is exhausted the Proponent will close and
decommission the quarry. Decommissioning and rehabilitation will entail the following steps.
•
•

All equipment will be demobilised and any gravel surfaces will be ripped to facilitate infiltration.
The faces will be made stable and benches will be made impassable. This will be achieved by
spreading overburden against faces and site won topsoil over benches and allowing natural
recruitment for the surrounding grassland to colonise the new surfaces.
• The sediment trap will remain in place but be cleaned out and the silt won will be lost in the
rehabilitation works. The sediment trap will continue to provide detention to runoff during the
revegetation phase until the trap is full of sediment, at which time disturbed surfaces will be
stabilised with a cover of natural recruitment vegetation.
During the revegetation phase the Proponent will deploy weed treatment contractors to ensure any
colonising weeds are controlled until reasonable ground cover with native species is achieved.
To prevent further disturbance the gate over the access road will be maintained and secured to exclude
vehicles.
COMMITMENT 7: DECOMMISSIONING

Number
7.

Commitment

Completion date

Upon decommissioning the site will be returned to improved
pasture grazing land for stock.

End of operating
life.
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PART D – MANAGEMENT COMMITMENTS
Number

Commitment

Completion date

1.

Implement a preventative weed management plan to minimise
the occurrence of weeds presenting on the quarry site.

On issue of permit.

2.

Works will be undertaken in accordance with the Weed and
Disease Planning and Hygiene Guidelines (DPIPWE (b), 2015).

During operations

3.

Introduce dust suppression if emissions are visibly crossing the
mining lease boundaries.

During operations

4.

Waste including food waste, lubricating tubes and other spares
packaging will be collected in the machine operator’s ute and
disposed of off-site at an approved disposal facility.

At the end of each
operating day

5.

The steel chute on the primary crusher will be modified with a
rubber cushion on the surface to reduce noise generated when
loading.

Upon issue of a
Permit.

6.

A Concealed Entrance (W5-CE) sign will be installed on Scotts
Road on the southern approach to the Pillings Road junction.

On issue of a
Permit

7.

Upon decommissioning the site will be returned to improved
pasture grazing land for stock.

End of operating
life.

PART E - STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION
The Proponent has so far discussed the proposal to upgrade Pillings Road Quarry with the Environment
Protection Authority, Mineral Resources Tasmania and a local resident.
Through the course of the proposal assessment process the following agencies will be consulted:
•
•
•
•

Huon Valley Council
Department of Primary Industries Parks Water and Environment
Mineral Resources Tasmania
Department of State Growth - Transport Division

The assessment process for development which is deemed ‘discretionary’ under the Huon Valley Interim
Planning Scheme 2015 is subject to the consultation process stipulated under Section 57 of the Land Use
Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA). Section 57 requires a notice to be posted on the land advising
interested parties a development application has been received by Council. For an application for a
permissible Level 2 Activity, the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 (EMPCA)
Section 27G requires the proposal to be publicly advertised for a specified period.
The proposal will therefore be advertised in the local paper and public representations will be called for
from any interested party.
The Proponent will contact the closest neighbours located on Pillings Road directly to discuss the proposal
to upgrade the Pillings Road Quarry.
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